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Wednesday 2-a7-8o
Separate funds to
register men sought
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Carter administration, told
its proposal for draft
registration ot women is
"down the drain," agreed
yesterday to seek money
separatelyor registering
men.
The decision marks a
major change in strategy in
the administration campaign
to begin registering men and
women, aged 19 and 20, this
summer.
Until now, the White House
request for registration
money has been a single
package containing funds for
registration of both men and
women.
However, John P. White,
deputy director of the White
House Office of Management
and Budget, said the administration is willing to treat
its request separately, with
money for men and women in
different packages.
White and other officials
testified before the House
Appropriations subcommittee on independent
agencies, which is reviewing
the administration's funding
request.

Dial-a-Ride topic
of SGA meeting
The Student Government
Association's Dial-a-Ride
service might be heading
toward a dead end unless a
new operational procedure
brings it back on the road.
The new procedure, which
is to begin this week, will
allow senators to schedule
the hours they can answer
the Dial-a-Ride service
telephone after the weekly
SGA meeting, instead of during the week, SGA President
Michael D. Zinicola said.
The Dial-a-Ride program
matches students seeking
rides home with those offering transportation.
The problem of senators
not showing up at their
scheduled times to answer
the phones has been plaguing
Dial-a-Ride since its initiation last November
The new procedure will be
one of the topics discussed ai
today's SGA meeting, to be
held in 200 Moseley Hall at 9
p.m.

weather
Mostly cloudy. High 21F
(-5C), low 5FM5C), 20 percent chance of precipitation.

Carter, Reagan win in N. H. primary
CONCORD, N.H. (AP)-President Carter defeated Sen. Edward Kennedy in New Hampshire's
presidential primary election last
night, pushing Kennedy toward the
brink of political collapse. Ronald
Reagan won the Republican
primary in a landslide, and
reclaimed command of the race for
the GOP presidential nomination.

Carter's triumph was magnified
by the fact that it came next door to
Kennedy's own Massachusetts. It
was the third defeat Carter had
dealt Kennedy, who has yet to win a
presidential campaign contest.
And it left the challenger with no
place to go but home, to the
Massachusetts presidential
primary now one week away.

In partial returns, Carter was
gaining half the primary vote, and
was leading Kennedy by a comfortable 13 percentage points.

REAGAN WON big over former
United Nations Ambassador
George Bush and five other GOP
candidates. His margin was better

A University student was charged with breaking and entering Friday night, when found by Campus
Safety and Security in an office of
the Business Administration
Building.
The student-John Otting, 510 E.
Merry Ave.-was discovered in
Room 301, the office of Dr. Bevars
Mabry, chairman of the economics
department.
Otting, 21, was hiding behind the
door in the office when the officers
irrived, said William Bess, director of Campus Safety and Security.
He said the officers had to use a
<ey to enter the room.

challenge to Carter's renomination. But Carter led from the outset
in an election which, like earlier
contests, drew a big voter turnout.
WITH RETURNS counted from
201 precincts, or 68 percent of the
299 New Hampshire precincts, the
Demoncratic race stood this way:
Carter 26,303 votes or 50 percent.
Kennedy 19,243 or 37 percent.
California Gov. Edmund G.
Brown Jr. 4,855 or 9 percent.
Lyndon I^Rouche had 1,333
votes, or 3 percent.

ON THE Republican side, 202
precincts-68 percent of the totalhad reported. The count was:
Reagan 35,247 or 54 percent
Bush 13,823 or 21 percent.
Baker 8,214 or 13 percent.
Rep. John B. Anderson, 5,886 or 9
percent; former Texas Gov. John
Connally 1,018 or 2 percent. Rep.
Philip Crane of Illinois 971 or 1 percent, and Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas
had 280 votes.
Former President Gerald R.
Ford, 173 write-in.

Solar energy users find
passive systems may be
easy way to heat homes
by Paula Winslow
managing editor

Whether or not he is aware of it, a
homeowner whose windows face
the direction of Florida has a solar
energy system in his home.
"Anyone with south-facing windows has a passive system," notes
A. Jared Crandall, associate professor of physics and solar energy
researcher at the University.
Passive systems-those that
focus on building design and orientation and use no auxiliary power to
transfer the sun's heat-can be the
easiest to incorporate into a home
that meets certain design standards.
Most solar systems are aimed to
the south because it is from that
direction that most of the sun's
rays can be captured, Crandall explains.
IN THE winter, when the need
for heat is greatest, the sun is low in
the sky and shines the strongest
from 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. - usually high
energy-use hours. And in the summer, the sun is high in the southern
sky, so its hot rays can be
prevented from entering the house
by overhangs.
Passive systems make optimum
use of south windows to maximize
heat gain in winter and minimize
heat gain in summer.
Like other solar designs, a
passive system consists of a collector, transfer medium, storage
device and heat exchanger. A fan
or blower also may be incorporated.
They can start with steps as simple as replacing single glazed window panes with double or triple
glazed panes to trap more of the
sun's energy inside the house,
Crandall says.
OR THEY can be as elaborate as
an entire wall lined with waterfilled oil drums that store the sun's
energy, he adds.
But passive solar systems may
not be the answer for homeowners
wishing to convert their existing
homes to solar-assisted structures,
according to Joseph Deal, owner of
Solar Usage Now, a solar energy
equipment dealerhsip in Bascom,
Ohio.
"Passive is 80-percent correct
design," he notes. "Passive is better (than active systems), but the
problem is that passive can only be
incorporated in a new home. It's

very difficult to retrofit (convert a
conventional home to solar
power)."
The efficiency of a passive solar
home depends on its construction.
Ideally, it should have a northsouth orientation, a collector
system and storage wall on the
south side, no windows on the north
side where the sunshine is minimal
and plenty of trees on the north and
west side to reduce the amount of
sunlight that enters in warm summer months, as suggested by the
U.S. Department of housing and
Urban Development in a pamphlet
titled, "Solar Energy for Heating
and cooling."

ALSO RECOMMENDED are
deciduous trees on the south side
that would let the strong southern
sun in during the winter, wher
branches are bare, and block t'
hot sun with their shade in the sui nmer, when their leaves are full.
Heavy insulation, weather stripping and storm windows and doors
also are integral parts of an efficient passive home.
The collector usually consists of ;i
pane of glass or other transparent
material on the outside. Behind il
and between the home's inside wall
is an array of bricks, rocks, watercontainers, sand or stones that capture the heat passing through the
glass.
Heat is stored in the system and
warms the rest of the hou.se
through conduction, convection and
radiation. To get the most efficient
use of the stored heat, a blown
may be used to circulate the heat
through the house.
STUD WALLS are suggested
because they have small air spaces
that double as insulation and
storage areas. The walls also can
be lined with reflective materials
to absorb and emit radiation to help
insulate.
Window designs with air spaces
between panes also can be used as
part of a passive system, the National Solar Heating and cooling Information Center reports in a pamcontinued on page 3

Student arrested in B.A. building
on breaking and entering charge
by Diana Rado
stall reporter

than 2-to-l in a contest with a rival
who won two early season contests
The political oddsmakers had said
the GOP race would be close, but it
wasn't.
Sen. Howard Baker Jr. of Tennessee was running third, a showing he said he could survive.
Hours before his victory, Reagan
announced a startling shakeup of
his organization, replacing his
long-time campaign manager and
installing a new one.
Kennedy sought in New Hampshire to rekindle his flickering

"I DON'T have any idea how he
(Otting) got in," Bess added.
According to police reports, no
point of entry was determined.
Otting did not talk to the officers
when he was arrested, and "did not
say what his intent was or why he
was in the room," Bess said.
According to police reports, a
black leather case containing keys
to all the files in the room was
found behind the door where Otting
was discovered.
OTTING'S PRESENCE in a
room that he was not authorized to
be in could prove he was going to
commit a theft, Bess said.
"It could be used as 'prima facie'
or at-first -site evidence," he said.
After the arrest, Otting was

taken to the Wood County Jail,
from which he was released the
next day.
Bess said Otting has hired an attorney.
IF FOUND guilty of breaking
and entering, Otting could serve
from six months to five years for
the charge, according to Bess.
Also, Bess said that at 12:53 a.m.
Monday, Campus Safety responded
to a call concerning two males seen
breaking into 327 Business Administration Bldg.
He said, however, that the males
fled the scene and were not apprehended.
"The officers working on the
cases may try to tie in the two incidents, but there is nothing
specific yet," Bess said.

photos by Scott Keeler
Miles Overholser (top) instructs a continuing education class in calligraphy, the
delicate art ol handwriting. Unlike writing with a Bic pen. the calligrapher (above) uses his
instrument to vary the shape and width ol letters.

More than just
handwriting
Jne elegant art of
calligraphy returns
by Alan Derringer

An old art form was almost killed off in this fastpaced world of communications satellites, videoconference systems and 19-cent disposable ball
point pens.
But calligraphy, the delicate art of elegant handwriting, has gone through a great revival in the last
decade.
"I really don't know what's responsible for this
revival, other than it's just a natural pleasure to be
able to write not only legibly, but beautifully," said
Miles Overholser, who teaches non-credit
calligraphy classes through the University's Office
of Continuing Education.
"Possibly it's a fad, but it wouldn't be the kind of
fad like the hula hoop," he said.
ALL INDICATIONS show that he is right.
After being dealt fatal blows, first by the printing
press and later by the typewriter, calligraphy is
alive and kicking once again. With both beginning
and advanced classes being offered at the University and more than 30 national calligraphic societies,
hundreds of fine artists, hobbyists and graphic
designers have recognized the skill as a form of art.
"It didn't used to be considered so much an art,"
Overholser said. "Attention to handwriting used to
be considered a part of good schooling."
A drastic decline in handwriting skills was noticed after World War II, the University graduate said.
He attributed this decline to the lack of emphasis
schools put on handwriting and the introduction of
the cheap ball point pen in the mid-1950s.
"IT TOOK a big dive when fountain pens became
old-fashioned," Overholser, 29, said. "That probably was the real start of the decline of quality
handwriting."
The ubiquitous liic pen, as a mechanical device,
is probably the most excellent in the world, he said.
"But as a writing instrument it isn't good because

it's too slippery," he continued. "It's squirrelly, you
might say, and it's difficult to control because the
writing motion is so friction-free."
Overholser, who was "always the person the
teacher asked to make the signs." taught himself
calligraphy by practicing laboriously over texts.
But he recommends formal instruction for those interested in learning the art.
"I THINK the results are quicker with an instructor who already knows how to do it because he can
point out your faults and show you things that are
going to lead to bad habits." he said. "What the
teacher does is nit-pick."
In his classes of 11 beginning and eight advanced
students, Overholser begins by demonstrating the
proper way to form letters. He then checks the
students for progress as they practice each letter
over and over.
If held at a constant angle with no rotation, the
chisel-edged pen point creates broad lines when
drawn toward the calligrapher and thin lines when
drawn sideways. If done correctly, a letter will be
formed that is thick in some places and thin in
others.
Calligraphy is a relatively inexpensive hobby to
pick up, requiring about $12 for a pen, point. ink and
book, he said. The biggest investment, however,
will be time.
FOR EVERY two hours the classes meet each
week, Overholser recommends a minimum of four
hours of practice.
"If you practice an hour a week, you're going to
finish the class with no skill at all." he said.
To master the art, then, takes more than just a
passing interest. One member of the beginning
class, Mary Croy, a housewife from Whitehouse.
wants to learn calligraphy simply because "I think
it will help me to write beautiful letters."
Another member, Jerry Hartwcll. who works at
the University's Instructional Media Center, is learning calligraphy "to improve my handwriting and
help mi' mth in\ work "

opinion—
Rock returns to Cincy
The Cincinnati Riverfront Coliseum is back in the
rock concert business, but this time there are six strings attached to the promotion package.
Ticket sales for a March 21 concert featuring ZZ Top
are going well, according to officials at Ticketron,
which is handling distribution. Sales for the Linda
Ronstadt show are nearly sold out.
It would be easy for promoters and concert buffs to
ignore any safety considerations following the Dec. 3
stampede that cost 11 persons their lives. After several
months of inactivity, many persons would just as soon
get back to business as if the terrifying experience was
just a bad dream.
But Cincinnati mayor Kenneth Blackwell isn't about
to forget. He has threatened to stop the shows if he does
not receive assurances that city guidelines for holding
such concerts will be followed.
Blackwell has set up six interim safety guidelines to
be agreed upon by promoters and Coliseum officials
before the shows continue. Both groups have until
March 3 to provide assurances that these will be met.
. In addition to the six guidelines, new council ordinances prohibiting festival or general admission
seating will be implemented.
Blackwell probably will get a lot of flak for his strong
stand if an agreement between promoters and Coliseum officials cannot be reached. Concert buffs can
create a lot of static against people who shut down their
music.
But Blackwell's concern for the safety of everyone in
attendance should not be flexible. Public safety, as was
so drastically evidenced at the Who concert, is a concern that must receive full attention from city officials.
Priorities cannot be waived when weighing human
lives against a popular recording artist.
Besides, the guidelines set up by the city are not extensively demanding. Doors will be opened 90 minutes
prior to the show, 25 police officers wul be on duty, and
a minimum of three entrance locations must be utilized
for each concert.
Also, each ticket will be marked with the proper gate
entrance to be used. Inside, no seat will be sold that has
an obstructed view of the stage.
Blackwell isn't fighting for popularity, but his firm
decisions may save a repeat performance of the Dec. 3
show.

On being responsible
• "Dangerous?", the electrician
reiterated my concern, as he
rewired electric lines to the porch
light. "You could have been killed..."
Such was the scene in mid October, following frequent requests
to my landlords' rental company to
repair the non-functioning light,
and to investigate the source of
electrical jolts I got each time I
opened the screen door when in
bare feet
As for the complaint about the
light, I was told that an electrician
would take a look at it. But, for concern about the electrical shock, I
was told that the woman in the
apartment during the summer had
never complained about any shock.
: THANKS TO the electrician, both
problems were resolved. The old
light was replaced with a new one.
The source of the electrical jolts
was found. The cord from the light
ran to the inside wall outlet
underneath the doorframe. The
metal screen door came in contact
with a bit of wire where the cord
had worn out. The electrician
removed the old cord and directed
a new one along a safe route.
Mildweed carpet in the
bathroom, stained and torn curtains and a broken desk drawer
were complained of, along with
several other problems in
September and October. None were
dealt with, so I directed a certified

focus
Lori Ann Donahue
letter to the landlords requesting
that the problems be resolved. By
the end of November, half had been
resolved to my satisfactions; the
others remain uncorrected.
Parking difficulty. A notice I
received from the rental company,
Feb. 22, informed me that the
apartment's resident managers
had "stated" that I have been
"driving more than one car." The
notice asked that I register "one
(1) car only" immediately, or my
car would be towed at my expense.
I quickly called the company and
assured them that I own and drive
just one car, and I park only that
car in the apartment's lot. I was
told that the resident managers
"had apparently seen (me) get into
and drive a number of different
cars."
MY ONLY car is registered I
don't want anybody's car towed,
especially if I get the bill.
I feel I have been a responsible
tenant. I ask only that Maurer
Green Rentals act as a responsible
landlord.
Lorl Ann Donahue, on campus
mailbox 1347, is a student at the
University.
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Finding the new most trusted man
WASHINGTON - It seems to me
that the CBS Television Network
made a grievous mistake when it
announced that Dan Rather would
succeed Walter Cronkite as King of
the Evening News.
With all due respect to Mr.
Rather, for whom I have nothing
but admiration, I believe that the
question of Cronkite's successor
was far too serious a matter to be
left to the network generals.
The American people should
have been given the opportunity to
vote for the person they preferred
to take the seat of "the most trusted
man in America."
A TV anchorman holds one of the
most delicate and powerful positions in any country. Every nation
chooses one differently. In England
when a BBC anchorperson abdicates, the title is passed on to the
eldest son. If the anchorman has no
children, it goes to the nearest
blood relative.
In Rome, the Italians choose on
differently. The head of Italian
television calls together the College

this is that no one, including the
founding fathers, ever imagined
that anyone but Walter Cronkite
would give the country its news.

focus
Art Buchwald
of Commentators, who meet
secretly in a studio in the basement
and cast their ballots. When white
smoke pours out of the TV station's
tower, the millions of people in the
square start screaming, "Viva il
presentatore," and the new anchorman is carried in his glass news
booth through the streets of the city.
Soviet television never announces in advance when it is
changing its anchorman. The only
way people know is when they turn
on their sets for the 7 o'clock news
and see a new face on the screen.
No mention is made about what
happened to the previous anchorman, and nobody in his right mind
would dare ask.
But in the United States, we do
not have a precedent for choosing a
new TV anchorman. The reason for

SINCE THE position of the CBS
anchorman has now become the
highest office in the land, the only
democratic way of selecting
Cronkite's successor would have
been to allow those seeking the job
to run for it in a nationwide election.
CBS could have easily done this
by holding primaries in each state
and whittling down the candidates
until there were only two left by
November.
The candidates should have been
given free time to allow the
American people an opportunity to
decide who was best fitted to bring
them the grim tidings of the day.
They should have been tested in the
public arena as to how they would
handle the news of wars, pestilence
and inflation. They should have
been evaluated by the TV viewers
to see if they had the moral and
physical strength to tell it straight

without regard to personal prejudices and special interests.
And, finally, they should have
been required to debate each other
so that the public could judge how
they compared with Cronkite for
grace and serenity under pressure.
THE PEOPLE, not CBS, should
have been the ones to determine
which anchorman they would trust
to have his finger on the control
room button.
I am not saying that Dan Rather
willTurt be a worthy successor to
Cronkite. All I'm "claiming' is"thatT
under our system of government,
the selection of a TV anchorman
should be decided by ALL the people.
U.S. Presidents may tell you the
truth-or they may not, depending
on how the political winds are blowing. But the man who anchors the
CBS evening news is the only one
required under oath to swear to the
American people every night,
"And that's the way it is."
1980, Los Angeles Times Syndicate

letters.
Why make college
any harder?
I just came from taking a biology
lab practical, and I'm mad as hell!
A week prior to the test, the class
was given a review sheet to
prepare everyone for the exam.
Now I was always under the impression that when one is given a
review sheet, the material on the
review sheet was what was going to
be on the test, or at least similar to
it. However, this practical proved
that particular hypothesis to be
false.
I stayed in my room all weekend;
no parties, no uptown, no anything,
just to prepare for the test My
friends thought that I was sick, but
I just wanted to do well on the exam
so I devoted my entire weekend to

respond
If you would like to comment on something in the
News or anything of student
interest, write to the News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Include
your address and telephone
number for verification.
The News reserves the right
to reject letters or portions of
letters that are in bad taste,
malicious or libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editorial Editor, The BG
News, 106 University Hall.

studying. By 1:30 Monday, I felt
totally prepared. I knew the
material
frontwards and
backwards. I was really confident.
Then I took the test, which prompted me to write this article.
It seems like college examinations don't test the student on the
material covered in lecture, but
whether or not the student can
decipher a trick question. Why
can't the test come right out and
ask for a simple answer? Why
should I major in "Trick Questions" just so I can pass a test?
Why learn the material when I
can't understand the questions?
It's not only Biology tests. It
seems to me that tests are made
especially hard just to stump the
student. Is this to prepare us for the
"real world?" Well, how do we intend to get into the "real world" if
we become so disgusted with college?
There is nothing more discouraging than not doing well on a test
that a student spent hours and
hours of time studying for because
of the nature of the test. It isn't
whether a student knows the
material, it's whether or not he or

she knows how to take a test Why
make college harder than it is?
Don't we deserve a break
somewhere along the way?
Beth Oprisch
256 McDonald West

Lecture disturbed by
irrational actions
I attended Betty Williams lecture
on Wednesday, Feb. 20.1 went with
the impression of gaining better
knowledge of how "the people" of
Northern Ireland strive to conduct
a somewhat civil atmosphere in
which to live. I thought Ms.
Williams gave a very descriptive
speech as to the crisis she is working with in Northern Ireland. Her
speech specifically stated that she
tries to enhance peace without
violence in her country. I felt the
lecture was well received until she
opened it to the floor for any further questions regarding her
methods of finding peace.

front row, who harassed Ms.
Williams needlessly, was totally
out of line. I know being a United
States citizen gives anyone the
right of freedom of speech. This
man, who was so rude, didn't ask
her questions, but instead irrationally threw his misconcepted
views of things he had read in articles or papers about the crisis in
Northern Ireland. He must not
have listened during the lecture,
for she spoke of her organization
finding peace, whereas he simply
stated his own beliefs.
I am personally embarrassed as
being one of those persons in that
lecture hall. This man's actions
were totally uncalled for and I feel
he needs a good lesson in becoming
a good listener-try Speech 102,
After his exaggerated show, I hope
he feels like a man!
His actions at the lecture were
very irrational and those kind of actions are what put Northern Ireland
where they are today.

At this point, I felt the man in the

by Garry Trudeau
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briefs.

Jazz Week to feature bebop, blues
by Cralg S. Hyde

Opera tickets available.

Reserve play tickets available

Tickets still are available for all three performances of the University's presentation of the
opera •Cinderella." The show, written by Jules
Massenet, will be presented at 8 p.m. March 7,8 and
9 in Kobacker Hall, Musical Arts Center. Advance
tickets can be purchased at the center's box office
« p.m. weekdays or reserved by calling 372-2183.
Tickets are $3 for students and children and $5 for
adults.

Reserved tickets are available for the University
Theater's production of Henrik Ibsen's "Hedda
Gabler," to be presented at 8 p.m. today through
Saturday in the Main Auditorium, University Hall.
Tickets are $1 for students with University ID, $2 for
high school students and senior citizens and $3 for
adults. The Theater Box Office in University Hall is
open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. For ticket information or to reserve seats call the box office at
372-2719.

Panel to discuss autism

A lecture-recital will be presented by Louise McClelland, mezzo-soprano, at 8 p.m. today in Bryan
Recital Hall, Musical Arts Center. McClelland will
perform works by Hugo Wolf and then discuss the
composer's poetic approach to music. She also will
give a master class from 2:30-4 p.m. tomorrow in
Bryan Recital Hall. Both events are free and public

A panel discussion about autistic children will be
presented at 7 p.m. today at the Wood Lane School,
11160 E. Gypsy Lane, featuring parents of autistic
children. The meeting is sponsored by the Wood
County Chapter for Autistic Children and the Wood
Lane Parents' Group and is free and public.

Exit loans interviews planned

Human rights debate planned

All students with National Defense-Direct student
loans, nursing student loans or student development
loans who are graduating or leaving the University
after this quarter should contact the Student Loan
Collection Office at 372-0112 to make an appointment
for an exit interview.

A debate about human rights and reinstatement
of the draft will be presented at 7:30 p.m. today in
the Town Room, Union. Various students and community leaders will participate in the discussion,
which is free and public.

Trumpet player to perform

Crjmjna| Justjce Career Day

Trumpet player Bill Hardman will perform at 8
p.m. today in Kobacker Hall, Musical Arts Center.
Hardman has appeared with Art Blakey's Jazz
Messengers since the 1950s and records on the M use
label. His performance, which is free and public,
marks the beginning of the University Jazz
Festival.

The second annual Criminal Justice Career Day
will be held tomorrow in the Community Suite.
Union. Representatives from federal, state and
county agencies will be available to answer questions from 9 a.m. to noon and 1-4 p.m.

Campus Democrats to meet

Law scholarship to be given

The Campus Democrats will meet at 7:30 p.m. today in 309 Moseley Hall. The meeting is free and
public.

Applications now are available for the Reddin
Law Scholarship. The award is made in the form of
a stipend of up to $1,000 to be given to a prospective
senior intending to enter the legal profession. Selection is made on the basis of scholastic achievement,
extra curricular activity and ability. Financial need
is not a consideration. Application forms, due by
April 11, are available from the following offices:
College of Arts and Sciences, departments of legal
studies and political science, and criminal justice
program.

Tired of that old rock 'n' roll?
Probably not, but his week anyone
can enjoy a change of sound with
the University's first Jazz Week.
The week of events-planned by
Fred Hamilton, director of jazz
studies at the University-will begin
today and continue through Saturday.
Jazz Week is new to the University and although only about 30-40
students in the School of Musical
Arts solely are interested in jazz,
Hamilton is optimistic about the
week.
"I think it's a viable art form,"
he said.
"LAST YEAR there was nothing
like this at the University, but
we've started a full week of activities. Hopefully, it will be an annual event," he added.
Hamilton also seemed to feel op-

The International Christian Repertory Theater
Company of Los Angeles will perform at the University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Wooster St., 8:30 p.m.
today. The performance is free and public.

"THERE HAS been a rebirth in
the last five years. There has been
more of an emphasis in the colleges," he explained, citing such
popular examples as George Benson and Bob James.
"Jazz is a natural American art
form which has its origins in the
black social structure," he said. "It
is highly spontaneous, and I'm glad
to see such an interest."
Hamilton, who directs two of the
school's jazz ensembles, said
bebop, funk, big band and blues
are just a few of the styles of jazz to
be heard this week from various

groups.
"It was our idea to have the usual
high school festival, and then I felt
it would be a good idea to have
some guest artists and have our
own people play in the same
week," he said.
Bill Hardman, a trumpet player
from New York, will perform
Wednesday evening and David
Liebman, a veteran saxophone
players, will appear on Friday and
Saturday evenings.
ON SATURDAY, high school jazz
bands from various schools will
perform.
Also, on Saturday evening, the
University Lab Band I and David
Liebman will perform as part of the
Kobacker Hall dedication series.;
The week is being funded by the
Student Development Center, UAO
and the W.T. Armstrong Co.
Schedules and times for the concerts are available by calling the
School of Musical Arts at 372-2181,

Panel refutes lesbian stereotypes
by Denise Sakal
stall reporter

Theater company to perform

timistic about the future of jazz at
the University.
"We have three small jazz
ensembles, two lab bands and a
jazz orchestra. I hope we will
grow," he said.
Hamilton's enthusiasm stems
from what he feels is a rebirth of
jazz in the United States.

Lesbians. They've been
stereotyped as men-haters-crazy
and frigid.
But last night, a forum titled
"Lesbian: The total woman" provided an opportunity for lesbians
and others to listen and express
their views on the implications of
female homosexuality.
The lecture was sponsored by
Women for Women, and according
to one member, Nancy Dillon, lesbianism is more than sex. It's
political.
To Dillon, being a lesbian means
developing herself and the other
women in her life without a man.
Her love for women gives her
direction, she said, adding that she
is not a man-hater.
DILLON SAID she views
homosexuality as being political in
the sense of "coming out," but added that heterosexuality is also a
political institution.
University alumna Kathi

Crawford quoted a book written by
Adrienne Rich, which states that
the tendancy in a sexist society is to
speak of a lesbian as a "self chosen
woman."
Participants in the discussion
group cited various political implications that stem from lesbianism, including the fact that lesbian means more than a homosexual woman-it means a feminist.
However, Dillon said this may
not necessarily be true for some
homosexuals.
SHEILA WOODS, coordinator
for Women for Women, said one of
the main issues for lesbians is facing the consequences of living in a
partriarchal culture without
assuming the prescribed role. She
cited examples of being denied
custody of children, and at the
University level, "not getting good
grades" as a result of admitting
sexual preference.
Woods said she feels some of her
experiences with a particular
teacher are a direct result of her
lesbianism.
W»f*»*»t4f

"I'm not having a hard time, bat
I think I'm being penalized because
I'm not going to say, 'Okay, I'll do
it your way'," she explained.
Discussion also centered around
lesbianism in relation to feminism.
"THE ISSUES have been the
same for 30 to 40 years, .but today
there is a greater awareness that
lesbianism is okay. More people
are coming out and it is becoming
more of a political issue and a lot
had to do with the feminist movement, "Dillon said.
Crawford added, "Ten years ago
feminists were branded as lesbians
and this was used as a real scare
tactic by the media and men. It was
a tactic that was being used against
us."
Participants also questioned the
advantages and disadvantages of
describing oneself as a lesbian.
Crawford said it is important for
her to accept lesbianism and its
history, but added there may be a
disadvantage to telling other
women because it can "cloud or
color whatever else we exchange to
each other."

»»»*»»**»»»»»»»»»»»t****»»»»00»»»af

NORTH GROVE
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS

LOOK POJUJETW*

1005 North Grove Street

Beer Chug & Beer
Blast Sat. March 1st

TIM first sport* magazlna dtvottd inclusively to
kiMrcollaglaM sports.
The spring issue ol the Sports Bullttin. a new
magazine solely featuring intercollegiate sports,
will soon appear in our newspaper
This Issue covers a wide range of warmer
weather sports, including the mainstays of
baseball, soccer, snd track Highlighted are
profiles of some strong collegiate would-be
Olympic contenders, along with a behindthe-scenes looK st ths rigorous discipline
demanded of a college student who is also a
world-class sthlete
The spring Issue of the Sports Bullttin will be specisl. Don't miss It.

All Proceeds go to the
Wood County Heart Fund

THE SPORTS BULLETIN
AN EXCLUSIVE FEATURE OF

The BG News

Unfurnished Apartments
9 month lease $255/mo.
1 year lease $220 / mo?
including gas heat
Resident Manager 353-5891

PtteUtt** Realty gom^a*? j

DIXIE'S ENERGY SA VING
JDEA FOR THE80'S

319 East Wooster Street
Phone 353-3641
*****»*»*»*»t*0**f •»»**»**»»**»**»»»*»*»*»****»•*

COME RIDE
HE DIXIE
BUS
«v->

Fly the jet set.
%»*#&

Lv&

■&

BUS
TRANSPORTATION
To All BG Students %
EVERY WED.

Cruise at
185 mph and
dive at 220 in
thejct-powered
AH-I Cobra Runship.

College Greek Nite Pickups Will Be At
The Student Union
Every Half-Hour Starting 8:00 p.m.

Hover in midair or shift the AV-a Harrier into "drive" and
Jet out at transonic
^».
speeds.

mtf&

DEPARTING ROUND TRIPS BEGIN AT 11 p.nr.'j
AND RUN BY THE HOUR.

SO WHY DON'T YOU
RIDE THE DIXIE BUS &
LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!

Stand the ~^_i—»» -— -^"
Ft Phantom
on its tail and climb, straiijht into the stratosphere.

u

For Further Information*
Call 874-8649
v

^

9

^
-..-■''

• ** lv ..*

Fly Marine.
If you're in college now and want to fly. we can get you off
the ground. Our PI.C Air Program guarantees flight school
after basic training. If you qualify, we can put you in the
air before college graduation with free civilian flying
lessons. Contact us--now! Call collect 13131 226-7764 or see
S.Sgt. Williams ond Motor Mclaughlin at University Hall
feto 26.27 ot 28

The Few.
The Proud.
The Marines.
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Sternsher named
University professor

solar power
phlet titled, "Passive Design Ideas
for the Energy Conscious Builder."
Outside the south wall is a shutter
or movable door that can cover the
wall at night to keep the heat from
escaping through the glass and
keep the house cool on sunny summer days.
To make the most of stored heat,
uncovered stone or brick floors
should be used to retain more of the
sun's energy than conventional
floors, Crandall notes.

26 years of history research
reflects curiosity with the past
by Mary Dannemiller
stall reporter

On his application to Boston
University's graduate school
almost 30 years ago. Dr. Bernard Sternsher had to give a
reason why he wanted to study
history.
"I was always curious about
what happened before I got
here," he wrote.
Yesterday, after 26 years of
teaching, researching and
writing about the past, Sternsher
was recognized for his
achievements when the title of
University professor was conferred upon him.
Sternsher, professor of
history, shares the title with only
four other faculty members. The
honor encompasses work earning national distinction beyond
the limitations of a narrow filled
of interest.
HIS INTEREST in history
stemmed from the influence of
three persons while growing up
in Fall River, Mass.
His father was a lawyer and in
the local political arena as a
county conMiitteeman.
"The after-dinner discussions
were about politics and current
affairs," Sternsher, 55, recalled,
which further aroused his interest in political history.

Sternsher loved to read and
would pour over stacks of books.
Those mostly included history
and biographies that his mother,
a former school teacher,
brought home from the library.
MANY OF these books
reflected
his mother's
preference for biographies, but,
"I either asked for them or I
never objected," Sternsher said.
The third influence was a high
school history teacher, Henry
Morse, who re-stimulated Stemsher's interest in the past.
"He was incredible, colorful
and encyclopedic. He seemed to
know everything," Sternsher
said. But unlike Morse, who was
a narrative historian, Sternsher
says he does not approach the
topic of history with the point of
telling a story.
"THE PURPOSE of (my)
work is analytical and interpretative in an effort to make
sense out of the past," he said.
Unlike his simple reason for
studying history in graduate
school, Sternsher now describes
the function of his research as
helping students "understand
the present as the end product of
a long process."
He explained that just as a
person cannot study an individual's life without looking at

Dr. Bernard Stemsher

past experiences and influences,
society's history must be dealt
with in the same manner.
Sternsher said his work is
analogous to taking a hammer,
nails and pieces of wood and trying to put something together.
"THEN IF you put it together,
you hope its worthwhile. But it's
not for me to decide," he said.
Pleased when he heard of his
nomination and subsequent
awarding of the University professor title, Sternsher explained
the change in his job outlook.
"When you're early in your
career, you're more interested
in raises, promotion, possible
tenure and possibly fame," he
said.
However, as a person gets
older and establishes a career,
"your motives become purer."
Sternsher said he works for his
own satisfaction and hopes he
makes a contribution to
knowledge. "I work as hard as I
ever did, though," he added.

ACCORDING TO the physicist, a
small home could be heated entirely from the heat stored in a passive
system's water barrels, supplemented by a wood-burning
fireplace.
Costs vary with the storage
system used, size of home, amount
of insulation installed and other
factors.
The shape and volume of a
passive home also can dictate how
much gas or electricity is saved,
according to another solar heating
information center pamphlet.
A one-story rectangular house
with a passive system saves 4 percent of the energy costs of a conventional two-story home in a
climate like that in New York. A
square-floor plan home with a
skylight saves up to 21 percent. And
a solar window system home saves
about 62 percent.
A MINIMUM perimeter house, a
house with an enclosed entrance
way, and an underground partially bermed (buried underground)
house also can offer substantial
savings compared to a standard
home.
But, according to Deal of Solar
Usage Now, such designs only can
be employed correctly in a new
home.

Irom page 1

"The only place you'll see all the
houses lined up facing the sun is in
California," he says, adding that
most local builders probably are
unwilling to adopt such solarminded ideas.
"The whole American building
industry fights the environment,"
Deal continues.

&

Hot Mud Family
March 1st from 7:00 -12:00 pm
in Falcon's Nest
$2.50 Admission
$3.00 at door
Tickets are available on 3rd floor McFall Center,
please enter from east end of building.

Ticket info Call 372-2426
Beer & Snacks Served

Waste heat from appliances and
warmth from a wood stove and
fireplace also supplement the heat
in the house, which has no solar
heat storage capacity.
A propane forced air furnace also
is part of the home's backup
heating system, but seldom is used,
Kent says. It only comes on
automatically at about 5 a.m. in the
winter after the house has cooled
during the night to about 60
degrees.

HE SEES passive solar homes as
part of a continuum of energyconscious homes. Proper placement of trees can eliminate the
need for air conditioning. Window
shades, drapes and shutters should
be raised or opened on winter mornings to let in warm sunshine and
closed at night to keep the heat in.
He even suggests that home
owners go underground and surround part of their homes with
earth for insulation.
That scheme is used by Alan
Kent, a Portage resident. His
passive solar home is bermed on
the north, east and west sides. Only
the south side is left uncovered, its
windows allowing sunlight and heat
in to passively warm the home.

EVEN DM the winter, "in this
house, if all the energy was shut off
we still wouldn't freeze to death,"
he notes.
Kent says his energy savings
have been "phenomenal." When
the four-member family moved in
last January, their only energy cost
was $30 for propane used that
month for cooking and water
heating. This winter the propane
furnace might not be used at all.
One problem that makes earth
berming less than practical in northwest Ohio is the high water table.
To skirt that obstacle, Kent built a
4-foot terrain on which the house
was built.
He estimates he spent about
$80,000 to build his home, about
$70,000 less than if he had hired a
contractor to do the work.
Kent declines to speculate on how
many years would pass before his
house pays for itself. But he says
his payback is a home that "will
last for generations. There's a lot of
personal satisfaction in the
payback, too, knowing that you're
saving energy."

Kent designed the still incomplete l'a-year-old home
himself. Although having dirt cover
the sides of his house seems unconventional and far from attractive, "when you look at it (the
house) from the front it looks like
an old Pennsylvania Dutch farm
house," the former physics teacher
claims.
HE SAYS that with double glazed
south windows and heavy insulation, plus the earth's natural insulation, the 2,200-square foot house
warms up to 68 degrees on a cool
day from the window heat alone.
And the heavy insulation ensures

Tommorrow: Bowling Green
residents who have turned to solar.

Don't be a Bum . . . READ THE NEWS.

Graduate Student Senate
presents

Alex Bevan

adequate heat on those frequent
cloudy days.

The Resume Machine
Resume Typesetting

WINTER RAFFLE TICKETS

352-3538

For Lots of Fun, Food, Sound & Clothing!
Prizes From:
Sub Me Quick, The Clock, Frisch's,
*
'^■w
Roy Rogers, Myles Dairy Queen & Pizza Pub,
J
Pfisterer's Gladieux, Uhlman's, The Source,
« 50"/Tick«i from
Finder's, Davy Jones' Locker.

J
*
+
J

♦ Society of Professional Journalists SDX
J
J Drawing Feb. 29 Happy Hours - Union
i
*4MMMM**#^#*¥****************************

APPLICATIONS FOR
1980-1981

STUDENT RECREATION
CENTER COUNCIL
AVAILABLE IN 405 STUDENT
SERVICES DEADLINE:
TUESDAY, MARCH 4
SPONSORED BY SGA

•••••••••••••••••••••if
*
*
*
*
*
PRO
&
CON
*
*
*

RAFTI'EBATEJ
Feb. 27 Wednesday
7:30-9:30 p.m.

J
J
t
*

*

TOWN ROOM OF UNION
OPEN DISCUSSION AMONG
*
♦VARIOUS STUDENT &
*
COMMUNITY ORG.i,
**••*••••••••••••••••*

4

J

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 a.m. - 10 p.m.
1 -800-438-8039

Take
stock KTJ:
! in America.:

TUESDAY NIGHT IS
FAMILY NIGHT'!!
ALL
ADUL1S

2ND
SMASH
WEEK'

Opening Night!

NOMINATED
FOR 8
GOLDEN
GLOBE
AWARDS!

NOW SHOWING!

Hedda Gabler
by Henrik Ibsen
February 27-March 1
8 p.m. Main Auditorium

BETTE MIDLER IN "THE ROSE
NIGHTLY AT 7:20 and 9 40 p m
BOX OFFICE OPENS 7:00 p.m

Ms. MIDLER
it a wonder
and
a stunner..."
Charlai Champlln.
Los Angeles Times

GOLDEN
GLOBE
AWARD
WINNER!

Phone: 372-2719
A Bowling Green State University
Theatre Production

BETTEMIDLER
ALAN BATES

THEROSE

COMING
SOON'
DUSIIN HOFFMAN
MERYL STREEP

Kramer
Kramer

(XLAVZIT)
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join the fun at Lasalle's
Grand Re-Opening
February 28-March 1
Informal modeling, punch, cookies
Thurs. 2/28 and Fri. 2/29 11:30-1:30
Saturday 3/1 from 1 to 4 p.m.
sample food and
see demonstrations
popcorn, coffee and
good grooming aids
Saturday 3/1 from 1 to 3 p.m.
see "Seventeen" magazine's
spring fashion slides
in our Junior Department
complimentary makeup
by Lancome representative
Thurs. 2/28 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Join us Thursday- February 28
at 9:30 a.m. forlhe official
ribbon cutting ceremony celebrating
the Grand Re-Opening of our newly
remodeled Bowling Green store.
We're an all new and contemporary shopping experience.
Discover expanded selections of all the up-to-the minute fashions from your favorite
makers, a complete, exciting selection of cosmetics and fine fragrances
a new men's store, more for young men a gourmet collection of housewares,
a new world of children's wear in one place Complimentary carnations to the first
hundred women joining us Thursday! Free balloons for the kids. Come! Enpy!

learn hair care tips
and styling techniques
from Pantene representative
Fri. 2/29 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
learn the art
of contour makeup
from special representative
of Jerome Alexander
Sat. 3/1 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
see the magic of
VISA* demonstrated
Saturday 3/1 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
see how a convection
oven works from Farberware
Thursday 2/28 from 1 to 4 p.m.
see the Farberware
Food Processor demonstrated
Thursday 2/28 from 1 to 4 p.m.
taste wok cooking
Thursday 2/28 from 1 to 4 p.m.
see the Oster Kitchen
Center do It all for you
Friday 2/29 from 1 to 4 p.m.
your food won't stick
In Wearever cookware
see how on Fri. 2/29 from 1 to 4

Register
to
win
$
a lC»
shopping
spree
Three lucky people will receive
a SlOO shopping spree each,
to use however they wish at
Lasalle's. Register to win
from February 28 through March 1.
Drawings will be held Monday. March 3.

LASALLE-S
ever-changing to keep pace with you, Bowling Green

?\timuTf\
I. WH£> IS TH£ LAP^£ST PrttA
mi
P£WV£fc/ <^MRW IN TH^ UNITS'?
•V

•P. WH^ MAK£5 ^hty ?XIU\ \)tm>
fpeSH, IWDRAUINWPIPNT&T
P^MIN^PIZ-Vv
PIIZA piwAfctf
% VVrV P^UIVPIZS y^DF. PI&2A 1?>tel#L.
V&&-M '*& MlNUH*€> AT fS£>APPlT|<?HAU
WlfN^s PIZ2A

-Vr-

You've made the
grade...
Congiatulations1 You've learned to
distinguish a superior product and outstanding service and recognize both in
Domino's Pizza and Pizza Dispatch.
You're pizzability ftas earned you this
S2.00 oft coupon. Don't forget to ask for
free cups of Pepsi! You can get up to 4 free
cups with any large pizza and up to 2 free
cups of Pepsi with any small pizza.

...now, put us to the
test!

&**»
%

<V

KSSS*
•"-..
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elsewhere,
NRC lifts limitations ...

Kabul Moslems arrested
NEW DELHI, India (AP) Forces loyal to Afghanistan's
beleagured Marxist government
swept through Kabul yesterday
and arrested large numbers of
Shiite Moslems for their suspected
role in violent anti-Soviet riots last
week, according to reports
reaching here from reliable
sources in the Afghan capital.
However, official Radio Kabul
broadcasts promising shopkeepers
protection if they returned to work
and urging government workers to
go back to their jobs suggested
both strikes against the government were continuing.
The government radio said
babies went without milk and
families without food because of
the shopkeepers' strike, though it
insisted, without explanation of the
apparent contradiction, that most
shopkeepers had returned to work.

Carter had pledged U.S.
willingness "to join in a guarantee
of true neutrality and noninterference in Afghanistan's internal affairs" once the estimated
70,000 Soviet troops withdraw from
the central Asian nation.
THE CARTER administration
oficial refused to say the
president's letter represented a
reply to Soviet President Leonid I.
Brezhnev.
But Brezhnev said last week,
"Let the U.S. together with the
neighbors
of
Afghanistan
guarantee non-interference and the
needs of Soviet military assistance
will cease to exist."
The official Soviet news agency
Tass published statements by the
nation's top propagandist, Leonid
In Washington, a Carter administration official said President

Zamyatin, challenging Carter to
"command" an end to alleged U.S.
interference in Afghanistan "if the
United States wanted peace in the
region."
His comments were printed just
as the thrust of Carter's comments
contained in a letter to Yugoslav
President Josip Broz Tito were
made public. In what was perhaps
his last diplomatic initiative, the
gravely ill Tito last week sent
letters to Carter and Brezhnev
urging them to pursue detente.
THE SOVIET mililtary commander in Afghanistan earlier
appeared to have taken charge of
the Afghanistan government in
face of the paralyzing strikes by
the shopkeepers and civil servants
against President Babrak Karmal's eight-week-old government.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission is ready to begin licensing nuclear
power plants again for the first time since the Three
Mile Island accident, NRC Chairman John F.
Ahearne told Congress yesterday.
Ahearne said his agency's self-imposed
moratorium-he called it a "pause"-could end in
the next few days when the NRC considers granting
an interim operating license for a plant near
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Barring unforseen complications, a license will
likely be issued to allow the plant to begin "low-

as Florida plant drips radiation
CRYSTAL RIVER, Fla. (AP) - A reactor at a
nuclear power plant shut down automatically
yesterday when the plant's instrumentation and
control systems lost power and some radioactive
cooling water was spilled inside the plant, said
officials of Florida Power Corp.
There was no leakage of radioactive material
outside the Crystal River No. 3 plant and no danger

Egypt, Israel take criticism

Iran to readmit
some reporters

By The Associated Press

By the Associated Press

Iran's ruling Revolutionary Council has decided
all foreign journalists are welcome in the country
once they have received the approval of the Iranian
Embassy in their home country.
Council spokesman Hassan Habibi made the announcement last night in Tehran without referring
specifically to U.S. reporters, banned six weeks ago
for alleged biased reporting.
Habibi did not elaborate as to how such a judgment was to be made or whether the new policy
lifted the ban on Americans.

Egypt and Israel established full
diplomatic relations for the first
time yesterday, a day hailed in
Cairo and Jerusalem as a major
chapter in the history of peace but
denounced in much of the Arab
world as a day of betrayal.
As ambassadors from the former
enemies presented their credentials in the two capitals, Palestinian Arabs protested by closing
down businesses and schools in the
Israeli-occupied territories,
Moslems staged similar strikes in

parts of Lebanon, and all traffic in
Syria came to a standstill for five
minutes at midday. Protesters
clashed with riot police in Sudan.
The diplomatic normalization
came as Israel and Egypt squabbled over the proposed sale of $2
billion worth of U.S. weapons to
Egypt, including the advanced F-16
jet fighter.

"BELIEVE ME ...I was
astonished to hear or to read in the
newspapers that Begin has opposed
this," he said. "...This attitude is
related to the old history that we
have really canceled" by establishment of peace.

In a parallel interview, Israeli
Prime Minister Menachem Begin
played down the Israeli opposition,
Egyptian President Anwar saying, "We have a problem with
Sadat, in an interview with Israeli the quality and quantity, but this is
radio yesterday, said he was not a problem for public discussion,
"astonished" at Israeli opposition but something to be worked out between the governments."
to the deal.

classified
LOST A FOUND
Lost red art supply box, Mon.
morn outside Kreischer Quad
Need Desperately!
Reward
2 5756.
Pound card withrwwy encios
ed Contact Nangy MS »tt

Big Lisa Congrats on being
Panhel UAO Rep cm proud of
ymt- T#»nks bunches for an inspir
ino-week & a great activation
You're me BEST1 Luy ya, Pa_m.
Brad Wood Congratulations on a
successful Greek Week You did
a super job Love, Ellen.

SERVICES OFFERED
US* Weekly guaranteed. Work 2
hours daily at homt (»17«-1 hr.
daily). Send for info D.P. 1566
Oough St. Apt, St. to, QH. 43303.
Professional all-breed dog
grooming. Special low rates
throuflh March 31. 157-0133.
LYRIC AUTO. Import service
specializing in VW's. Same Day
Service or by appt. 12953 Kramer
Rd 352-703).

WFAL's Wednesday Night Talk
Show air your complaints, gripes
or ideas about "what would be
n.ce " 680 am, 9pm IT

Pregnancy Aid& Understanding.
EMPA
35? 5851 & 287 4639
I local).
Birth control, test for pregnancy,
VD, earl/ abortion at Toledo
Medical Services. Call (419)
?43 3179 for an appt

PERSONALS
JIM JORDAN, YOU ARE THE
MOST FANTASTIC MAN IN
THE WORLD AND IF WE CAN
BEAT 910 MILES FOR 9
MNTHS.
WE
CAN
DO
ANYTHING) YOU ARE MY
LOVE
AND
LIFE. .ALWAYS,
SWEETS.

MY
YOUR

The F F F contest! Your friends
have won big simply by listening
to WFAL so tune in to 680 am & be
a WINNER too!
Thanks to the DZ's 8. Sig Eps for
your outstanding participation in
Greek Week activities. We en
joyed being part of the team
The Alpha Sigs.
Bob Croce congratulations on
/our 3rd place finish for the pistol
team last week end. The
Brothers of Sigma Nu
Tomm Sure wish I could be there
to see /a this weekend. I'M be
thinkin about /a & I know you'll
do good! Good luck Love, your*)
lan Palti
To The Sisters of Alpha Phi. The
Honda Fling was Fantastic! An
excellent time as always. Love,
Your "honorary "
Sandy Winter. We're really pr»
-*i ol the great 10b you did on the

iSttX$burg(Oh.

1 F lo sublet apt. spr. Qtr.
352 4990
after
8:30
Rent
negotiable.

Send name 1 address to
JT.Enterprise. PO Box 192BGL,
Xenia, Oh 45385

still available. Sign up Feb
101 BA. 7:30.

The Alpha

Sigs Thank

77,

Nancy

OeRoberts & fhe Spirits & Traditions Board for helping with the
basketball onobie to Toledo^
Congratulations. Congratulations
Sig Eps Brothers on a line job on
Greek Wk., & also congrals on
fine job In Pinochle Marathon
Psych Pledges
Human Energy: An infinite
resource, means womenergy. Be
a port of it toclix
POETRY WANTED for new
book Send poetry to: Literary
Arts Press, 132 Nassau, Suite2)7,
NY NY 10038....
Sig Ep! We fhe pledges are
psych-up to a sport challenge
with the brothers Wed. Nile.
Pledges withjpjrii
3 days till Sigma Nu Beer Chug.
Don't miss out on the fun.
HAPPENING
NOW
Womenergy. Human energy: an
infinite resource Join us today
Customized T-shirts, jerseys 8.
sportswear Group rates for date
parties, hall parties, fraternity &
sorority.
Low cost. Fast
Delivery Call Tim at 35? 5478.
NEXT-TO-NEW.

Clothing,

housewares. Priced Low. Open
Tues. 10 4, Fri. 1-7:30. St.
Aloysius School.
Terri Bostelman Good Luck

in

fhe Miss BGSU pageant We're
all behind you! Love, Your
Roommates.
Sundance Studio! Come m tor
color 4xS in. instant portrait. On
Iy 15.00. Old fashion costumes
available.
352-7259.

3)5

E.

Wooster.

Sue Monno congratulations on
going active. Welcome lo the
family A look forward to the good
times* Love, Leslie.
Nancy Letterhos, HAPPY BIR
THDAY 22!! Your Room.es Alice
A Debt

Michcle, Alpha Chi Omega con
qralulaiions on becoming Active.
I do care. Love, Joan

WANTED

Alpha Phis; Thanks lor a great
time at the Florida Fling. We're
looking forward to next year!
The Brothers of Alpha Sigma
Phi.

M rmte
qtr Own
$250 qtr
357 8581
Greg

ZTA Sisters

five people to fill these positions
on a full or part lime basis. Good
working conditions with fantastic
pay. Apply in person Mon. Sat.
8 0O midnight or Call 874 8649 for
appointment 25481 Dixie Hgwy

Earn extra money at home. Good
pay Easy work No experience
necessary. Start immediately

Milo. there's only one person I
know that can take you down, put
you in a figure 4, a cradle & even
a pin ft that's me Good Luck at
The MAC!!! Love, Joan

Greek Week Games You're real
iy a \up<r suit" Zfta love. Your

SUMMER ROOMMATES: 1-2,
own bdrms , whole house. 716 E.
Wooster, across Irom Founders.
35? 0420

M. rmte. needed immediately.
352 7440 evenings

Sigma Nu Beer chug.

Call

1 FWmte. Oesperahfly nredvd for8081 school yr. Very close to
campus Reasonable rent Call
37? 1537, ask for Karen or Beth

t&lttlL
Ski Holiday valley with BG Ski
Club for $70 March 7 9 Spaces

Reports, indexes. Manuals,
Forms. Programs, Bulletins And
Resumes
48 Type Faces
Available
Call The Fiatlands
Trade/ Newspaper ]» fflf

studio

1 F rmte. Close to campus. $90
mo Second St Call 354 1533.

needed Spr & or Su.
bdrm , all util. includ.
Spr & $175 gtr. Sum.
belore 3pm
Ask tor

F. rmte. needed for spr. Qtr. $95
mo Close to campus, 4th St.
Good rmtes Call 352 7768
1 M. rmte. needed for Spr. $275
qtr. to share upstairs of house
Call immediately Mike, 35? 8*74

1 or 2 M. rmte. needed for Spr.
Qtr, Call John 352 7689.
1 F. rmte. needed to subls. apt.
for Spt Qtr. For more info.,
38 J973_.

FOR SALE
Stereo cabinet, $15.00 Chrome 8>
glass tables, $25.00 each Movie
camera & a dynamic range ex
pander stereo component Cross
country skis 8. recent albums
Moving sale 352 7134

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Proudly Announces
Their New Actives
Lynn Aekimann

Duenna Bueka

pli mag. rims. Excell. cond. No
rust $3500 or best offer. 288 3865

Meg Brown

John 352-7609,
F. rmte., Spr. Close to campus,
$92 50 352 1462.

Super backgammon sale. 1 week
only. From $10$22 00 Must see

1 F. rmte for Spr. Qtr. 1 blk.
from campus. $87.50 mo. Call
354 1416 alter 4pm
M. rmte. for spr Qtr. $93 mo. &
elec Cable TV & indoor swim

to appreciate 352 2818

M or F to share Ig. house. Own
room with dbl bed. $85 mo, Im
mediately! Call Mark 372 2421
RESUME
TYPESETTING
352-3531.
1 F rmte. Spr. Qtr inexpensive
house near campus. Vicki
352 2694

Stereo, incl '■ BSR turntable,
AM FM stereo tuner, 8 track
player-recorder with Dolby 8>
Dual recording levels. Call Sue at
354 1754 or 372 7744, price
negotiable
Advertise Your Unwanted items
For Free in The Fiatlands
Trader Newspaper Pay a Commission Only It Your Item Sells.
Call 352-3539. 75,000 Readers
Weekly!
1973 Cutlass Supreme. Good condition, 2 door. 352 2674.
l PR. Rossignol skis, sue ISO.
Call Robin 2-1674.

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Attention: Special Ed Majors
Rehabilitation Majors. INDEP
inc Summer Residential Pro
gram for Educable Mentally
Retarded Children now hiring

3 bdrm. hse avail Sept 15, 14
bin from campus. Dishwasher,
very clean. Call after Spm.
35? 0316.
Campus Manor now renting for
summer
Special rates A/C.
Ph 352 9302 or 35? 7365 eves

stall Positions Male & Female
Counselors.
Location:
Painesviile, Ohio For info: Call
216 69? 7018

Apt lo sublet, summer,
University Lane, 35? 146?

Waiters or Waitresses Must be
able to start immediately. Apply
in person. Corner Kitchen. 183 S
Main.

CARPETED, CABLE VISION,
EFFICIENCY & LAUNDRY

LEGAL SECRETARY, ex
perience & long term prospect*
preferred Send Resume to PO
Box ?S, Bowling Green. Inter
view will be arranged.
$356 WEEKLY possible working
at home
Start immediately.
Write BEAHN 514 Reservior St
Allentown, PA 18103
RESUME
TYPESETTING
357 3538.

$185,

THURSTIN APARTMENTS
AIR CONDITIONED,
FULLY

FACILITIES NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER & FALL 451
THURSTIN AVE 352 5435.
NEWLOVE APARTMENTS. 801
Sixth St. 2 bdrm house $280 mo
plus all util 875 Sixth SI 3 bdrm
house. $375 mo plus all util. 328*'/
*. Mam 3 bdrm. $640 qtr & util
For More information
Newlove Realty 35? 5163

call

Apt avail Spr qtr lor sub Is. I
bdrm turn ? blks Irom campus
35? 2433

Waitresses, waiters, barmaids,
bartenders. No experience necessary. Also,
a limited number of miscellaneous positions available. Must be 18 or over.
The Dixie Electric Co. is looking for neat,
attractive people to fill these positions on a
full or part-time basis. Good working conditions with fantastic pay.
Apply In person Mon.-Sat., 8:00-Mldnlght
or call 874-8649 for appointment. 25481 Dixie Highway, Perrysburg, Ohio.

DAVE
MEIGEL

8. power brakes. Sanyo AM FM
8-fr. stereo Genson spkers. Ap

1 F rmte needed Spr. 8. Sum.
qtrs $90 mo. & util- 3526153 or
823 3044

I

Special thanks to John
Ramires, Val Lewis, Doug
Miller for all your support!

CONGRATULATIONS!!!

Sue Belcher

pool. Call Jim at 352 0156

51st PLACE GREEK SING!
1st PLACE SPIRIT!
1st PLACE OVERALL!

Looking for work over spring break
or spring qtr?

'76 Camero. 350 A.T. rally sp. pt.
job with spoiler Power steering

1 or 2 M. or F. rmtes. needed for
Fall qtr. only. 1 bdrm apt. Call

to the public, said the utility and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.
Someemployeeswere evacuated from the plant
after a site emergency was declared.
There has been no measured off-site release of
radioactive material, said an NRC statement
issued in Washington. It said conditions at the plant
"appear to be stable."

LOOKING FOR WORK OVER
SPRING BREAK OR SPRING
QTR ? Dixie Electric Co needs
waitresses, waiters, bartenders,
barmaids.
No experience
necessary
Also, a limited
number of misc. positons
available. MuVt be 18 or over
Dixie is looking lor neat, attrac

1 or 2 M. rmtes. needed for Spr.
Qtr Own bdrm. Heat 8. air pd.
352 2780,

Sigma Nu Beer chug
Sigma Nu Beer chug

Sound Machine has music 'or
every type of party Auditions

or 1980-81 yr. Winthrop Terrace
South apis ? beds, 2 baths, $90
mo Jerry 352 0008.

RESUME
TYPESETTING

Same Day Typesetting Service
On Most Jobs Bring Us Your

available <n our
Larry 35? 1007

M. rmte needed for Sum Qtr. 8.

Beer Chug is coming
Beer Chug is coming
Beer Chug is coming.

power" operation within the next few weeks,
Ahearne said in testimony to a House
Appropriations subcommitte on energy.
If no problems develop after this shake-down
period, the plant could then go to full power four to
six months later, he testified.
THE PLANT -the Tennessee Valley Authority's
Sequoyah Unit No. 1- is first on the NRC's list of 14
new plants that could be put into operation in 1980.
Next on the NRC's list of almost ready-to-go plants
is Virginia Electric & Power Co.'s North Anna No. 2
plant in north-central Virginia, Ahearne said.

Mebsa Cohngwood
Sam Crawfk
Kathy AIM*
Aim Duffy
PeeEwhg
Carolyn Fenton

:-:-:

The Resume Machine
Resume Typesetting
352-3538

Lorie Men
Mary lews
Michele McKendry
Mary Jo Meaner
Sherte Meyer
Dense Meyers
Sue Montgomery
Jenny Morrison
Ken Morrison
Jl Staff

SKI CLUB MEETING
SKI HOLIDAY VALLEY
MARCH 7-9 $70
t TRANSPORTATION
LIFT TICKET
**.«**•
LODGING

CONDITIONS ARE SUPER!
FEB. 27 101 B.A. 7:30 P.M.
DEPOSITS RETURNED FROM
STEAMBOAT

and Outstanding Pledge
Pern Harper

l^x^QIMMMftflMMMflMg

BiiaieaNcsuiSBMsraiinaaHemNBaaMaranaaMBKSiiBaaHemTiB

WHITE-WATER RAFTING
TO

WEST VIRGINIA
DATES LEAVING AND LOCATION AND COST
NEW RIVER $30
SAT. APRIL 26
NEW RIVER $30
SAT. MAY 3
SAT. MAY 10 CHEAT RIVER $35
SAT. MAY 24
NEW RIVER $40
MON. MAY 26
NEW RIVER $40
SAT. MAY 31 CHEAT RIVER $35
SAT. JUNE 14
NEW RIVER $30

LEAVE. ON FRIDAY CAMP OUT THAT NIGHT. TAKE ON THE MIGHT
RIVER SATURDAY. CAMP OUT SATURDAY NIGHT. COME BACK
ON SUNDAY. 372-2343 FOR INFO. THIS PROMISES TO BE A
[GREAT TIME SO GRAB SOME FRIENDS AND HAVE A FUN
WEEKEND IN BEAUTIFUL WEST VIRGINIA!
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sports
Final four:
Falcon cagers clip Hurons;
advance to tourney semifinals
by Dan Firestone
sports editor

It might limp all the way there,
but Bowling Green's basketball
team is on its way to Ann Arbor.
Thanks to some key plays by
healthy Mitch Kopystynsky and
sore-shouldered Rosie Barnes, the
injury-worn Falcons pulled out a
54-49 win over Eastern Michigan in
the first round of the Mid-American
Conference tournament last night.
The Falcon senior co-captains
teamed up to score on two alley-oop
plays late in the game, before
Kopystynsky scored again to give
BG a lead, 44-43, that it never relinquished.
The win gave BG, 19-8, a little
revenge against the Hurons, 13-14,
who were the only team to defeat
the Falcons at home this season.
BOWLING GREEN will meet
Northern Illinois Saturday in the
semifinals in Crisler Arena at Ann
Arbor, Mich., at 4 p.m.
It looked like EMU might turn
the trick again getting out to a 24-22
halftime lead before 2,425 fans, the
smallest home crowd of the year.
"That team (BG) was waiting to
get beat," Huron coach Jim Boyce
said. "They played hard for about
four or five minutes and then they
were tired and started missing
their outside shots.
"They weren't sure they could
beat us. We had our chances. We
just didn't play very smart near the
end."
It was at the end when Kopystynsky and Barnes finished their performance for the Falcons.
THE FALCONS were able to take
an early second half lead, 26-24, but
couldn't seem to pull ahead of EMU
again after the Hurons' led 28-26.
The game was tied seven times
after that with never more than a
two-point spread.
Kopystynsky entered the game
with 10 minutes left and his bucket,
on a pass from Barnes at 7:32, tied
it at 40.
Kopystynsky stole the ball from
Eastern, and then got open again
underneath for a layup. with the

assist from Barnes.
The Hurons gained the lead one
more time, 44-43, but Kopystynsky
scored on an offensive rebound
with 5:54 left.
JOE FAINE PUT BG up 46-43
with two free throws at the 5:32
mark.
Greg Floyd, who came off the
bench to lead EMU with 15 points,
scored to make it 46-45.
Barnes followed with a threepoint play with 3:18 remaining.
Lloyd scored again, and following a Barnes' free throw, Marlow
McClain hit a jumper with :40 left
and BG lead was cut to 50-49.
Bowling Green successfully ran
time off the clock before Barnes
found Kopystynsky alone near the
basket for an easy layup with :18
left.
Two free throws by Rosie Barnes
with one second left wrapped up the
victory, only BG's second in its last
seven games.
BOYLE SAID he thought experience was the difference.
"No doubt about it," he said, "we
just lacked leadership. We couldn't
come up with the big play.
"You're never happy when you
lose, but we thought they (BG)
were the most talented team in the
conference.
"They have better talent than
Toledo. Toledo is just better coached. I think that's the difference."
BG coach John Weinert said. "I
have a rule not to single out one
player. But I'm going to break that
rule. I thought Mitch Kopystynsky's effort in the last five minutes
was unbelievable.
"I thought we played well, we just
didn't shoot well."
BG shot 42.6 percent from the
floor, while EMU hit 50 percent.
EMZUR SHURELDS was the
spark in BG's offense in the first
half, scoring eight points as the
Falcons held leads of 10-3 and 18-9.
Shurelds, who hit six of 19 shots,
and Colin Irish led BG with 12
points each.
Shurelds also had the assignment
of guarding Kelvin Blakely, who
burned BG for 29 points in the

teams' last match-up.
Blakely had 13 points, hitting six
of 15 from the field.
His three-point play, after being
fouled by Mike Miday, at 4:25 gave
EMU its first lead at 22-20.
David Greer tied it 20 seconds
later with a jumper, but Floyd
made a layup with one minute left
that ended the first-half scoring.
"WE ARE a hurting team,"
Weinert said. "Rosie didn't practice Sunday or Monday, Colin and
Marcus (Newbern) missed practice.
"You lose your cohesiveness
when you can't practice a full
team. I think there's a fear of more
injuries now. Because we see guys
not going up hard on rebounds.
"I think it's the fear of injuries
that we have to fight right now. If
we can get one good practice in this
week it will be the first in four
weeks."
EMU's 49 points was the lowest
total by a BG opponent this season.
"It wasn't a thing of beauty,"
Weinert said. "But we did the
things on defense that we had to do.
"We worked hard on stopping
Blakely and Emzur did the job. He
was on him 90 percent of the time.
And Miday was on (Jeff) Zatkol'f
(who had 26 in the last meeting)."
"Our offense got good shots. We
just didn't get any good shots and
our transition game was horrible."
The Falcons meet Northern Illinois, a team they defeated 71-68 in
overtime in Anderson Arena.
The Huskies finished third in the
MAC at 9-7 and defeated Miami last
night, 58-51.
Ball State will meet regularseason champion Toledo, after the
Cardinals slipped by Kent State,
73-71.
EASTERN MICHIGAN (49)
BlaKely 6 1 13, Zatkoll 2 3 7. Brusewill
10?, McClaln 3 0 6, Braccy 2 2 6, FlovO
7 I 15 Totals 21 7 49.
stall photo by Tim Carrig
BOWLING GREEN (54)
Faint 4 2 10, Irish 5 2 12. Greer 2 0 4,
Shurelds 6 0 12, Newbern 10 2. Kopystynsky
4 0 8, Barnes I 4 6. Totals: 23 8 54

ATANN ARBOR--CRISLER ARENA
FEB. 26

MARCH 1

MARCH 2

Toledo
2 p.m.

Ball State
at

Kent State

Ball State

4 p.m.

l«*fl)
2 p.m.
(CONSOLATION)

Miami
at

Northern Illinois

Klnrlhorn lllinnic
(58-51)

4 p.m.

Eastern Michigan
at

Bowling Green

Bowling Green
(54-49)

BG torward Emzur Shurelds attempts to save a ball trom going out ot bounds during last
night's game in Anderson Arena. Shurelds scored 12 points in the Falcons' 54-49 win over
Eastern Michigan advancing BG to the final lour teams in the Mid-American Conference tournament at Ann Arbor. Mich., this weekend.

Summer Olympic training in vain?
COLORADO SPRINGS (AP)The American athletes here at the
U.S. Olympic Training center watched the televised pageantry that
ushered out the Winter Games at
Lake Placid. Now they wonder if
they'll get to be a part of the opening pageantry at the Summer
Games in Moscow.
But the American athletes on
hand-mostly weightlifters, cyclists
and members of the volleyball
team-continue to train here
despite fears their hard work and
dedication may just become an excellent physical fitness program.
The United States Olympic Committee has until May 24, the
deadline for Summer Games entries, to decide how to respond to
President Carter's call to boycott
the games because of the Soviet
military presence in Afghanistan.
THE INTERNATIONAL Olympic Committee has rejected
Carter's proposal to move,
postpone or boycott the Games.
Most of the athletes here share the
IOC's feelings. They want to participate. For one thing, they have
trained for years for this Olympics,

BG women runners third in MAC Invitational
by Joe Menzei

Despite not having any first place
finishers, Bowling Green's
women's indoor track team held on
for third place Saturday in the MAC
Invitational Meet at Western
Michigan.
Western Michigan captured the
ten-team meet with 128 points
followed by Central Michigan (89)
and Bowling Green (67).
"We were in contention for first
place for a good portion of the
meet," BG coach Pat Brett said.
"This was our best indoor meet of
the season. We didn't have any
first-place finishers, which is interesting since we did so well."

Second and third place finishes
abounded for the Falcons however,
with Heidi Asm us and Becci Rocco
placing second and third in the high
jump and with Dawn Noel and Jenny Thornton doing the same in the
60-meter hurdles. Noel and Thornton's times were just one-tenth of a
second off the national qualifying
time.
"The consistency of our high
jumpers has been great this year,"
Brett said. "Heidi (Asmus) and
Becci (Rocco) have done well all
season long. Dawn (Noel) and Jenny (Thornton) have also been very
consistent in the hurdles this year."
BECKY DODSON, whose par-

ticipation in this meet was doubtful
because of a back injury, finished
second in the 2,000-meter run while
Stephanie Eaton claimed second in
the 1,000.
The distance medley relay team
of Dodson, Eaton, Joy Clawson,
and Deb Romsek also finished second while each individual ran her
personal best time.
"That was the first time they had
run together and they were only six
seconds off the national qualifying
time," Brett pointed out.
The Falcons finished one notch
higher in this meet than the
Eastern Michigan team that handed BG a 65-35 dual meet loss just

one week ago. Had it not been for
some trouble in the long jump, the
Falcons might have finished even
higher.
"Unfortunately our long jumpers
fouled on all three of their tries,"
Brett said. "We were also hurt
somewhat by Sue Klembarsky's
absence and Barb Kritzler had to
drop out of the 5.000 because of illness.
"Still, we beat Eastern and
almost beat Central, so we did very
well," she added. "We peaked for
this meet."
The Falcons travel to Eastern
Michigan Saturday for their last indoor meet of the season.

mostly at their own expense. One
athlete said he lost $20,000 after
selling his business to devote time
to training.
Others say they do not understand why the government is encouraging them not to participate
while they do not subsidize the
athletics in the first place. And they
are miffed that people are calling
them unpatriotic for wanting to
participate. Several angrily cited
recent headlines tht referred to the
athletes as "Selfish Morons."
"It's not up to me anymore. It's
in the hands of people who have no
idea what we're going through,"
said a frustrated Debbie Green of
Westminster, Calif., who has trained seven years to compete on the
U.S. women's volleyball team.

"The athletes at the Winter Games
get all the praise for their work and
now just because our games are in
Moscow we're accused of being unAmerican."
WEIGHTLIFTER Michael
Cohen of Savannah, Ga., said,
"President Carter can propose all
he wants but it doesn't affect my
training. I'll wait until May and. if
the U.S. Olympic Committee votes
not to go, I'll be disappointed. It
would be all right if the government
is supporting us, but it's not."
Mary Winfree of San Antonio,
Texas, a cyclist, places the blame
with the Olympic Committee.
"According to their bylaws.
Moscow should not have gotten the
1980 Games because they didn't
have the needed facilities."

sports briefs.
The following is a complete listing of Bowling Green .'ootball recruits
that have signed national letters of intent to attend the University next
fall.
Name
Mike Blaner
Dennis Bucci
I-eBarronCole
Jim Cordiac
John Downing
Mark Emans
Jeff Feasel
Don Gregorie
Dean Hall
Greg King
Broderick Knight
Bryan Meek
Dave Miller
Hank Moore
Gary Or.drus
Ray Rockwell
Scott Slusser
Rick Smatana
Andy Stark
Kick Thompson
Merv Washington
Mark White

.

Pos.
line
RB-P
Line
RB-DB
line
IB
DB
I.B
line
Line
l.l lie

DB

line
Line
DB
IJl
line
WR
l.l lie

Line
DB-RB
IJ1

Hometown (High School)
East Liverpool (East Liverpool)
Youngstown (Cardinal Moonev)
Highland Park. MI (Highland
Park)
Cleveland (St. Edwards)
Middletown (Middletown)
I.uckey (Eastwood)
Bloomdale (Elmwood)
Massillon (Perry)
Swanton (Swanton)
Cincinnati (Oak Hills)
Highland Park. MI (Highland
Park)
Port Clinton (Port Clinton)
Waterford. MI (Motn
Mississinawa Valley i Union Citj
Oregon (Clay)
Nordonia (Nordoniai
Ypsilanti. MI (Ypislanti•
Nordonia i Nordonia >
Roval Oak. MI (Dondcroi
Sand Creek. MI (Sand Crock i
Wickliffc tWiekliffoi
Strongsvillo i strongsvillc >

